
SMHI, the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute, is a governmental agency under 
the Ministry of the Environment. SMHI’s mission is to manage and develop information on 
weather, water and climate and to provide this knowledge to public services organisations, 
the private sector as well as the general public as input for their decision making. The agency 
employs about 650 people at its headquarters in Norrköping and local offices in Gothenburg, 
Malmö, Arlanda and Sundsvall. 

A continously changing IT-environment demanded the monitoring to adapt as well. SMHI’s 
group-wide IT department has the overall responsibility for operation and administration of 
the agency’s IT infrastructure and applications, user and production support, and systems de-
velopment. In this way IT plays a significant role in the collection, analysis and presentation of 
the weather data.

When simple open source is not enough
In 2003 SMHI saw a need to review and update its current IT monitoring solution. Until this 
point, IT had been relying on basic checks from open-source platform Nagios to collect signals 
for its monitoring systems. To improve control of the increasingly advanced IT environment a 
more sophisticated monitoring methodology was needed. 
Making these regular adaptions had become too burdensome with the solution in place.
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After a thorough review process a decision was made to replace the current monitoring 
solution with op5 Monitor. Based on an open-source platform, op5 Monitor offers the ad-
ditional benefit of being a commercially developed and supported solution. The new mo-
nitoring platform was able provide additional features and most importantly the improved 
scalability and flexibility that was vital to SMHI’s continued development. 

”At first we were sceptical about a new open source-based system that we thought we 
should basically be able to implement ourselves. But op5 Monitor quickly proved to be far 
more advanced than the Nagios-components that we had previously downloaded and 
compiled,” explains Rafael Urrutia, IT-Architect at SMHI.

“Not only did the new system offer significant improvement in terms of functionality, it was 
also surprisingly fast to install and configure. We were up and running in no time. op5 is a 
company consisting of highly dedicated people who have managed to develop an open 
source-based solution into a much better product”, Rafael Urrutia concludes.

A scAlAble solution With customized reporting
Since the new monitoring solution was put in place, SMHI’s IT operations have continued 
to grow. Today, the scaled-up solution monitors a complex environment consisting of a 
VMware virtualisation platform with more than 500 virtual servers, a large amount of 
physical servers, storage systems from NetApp and Hitachi as well as a range of network 
components, mainly from Cisco. In addition to the hardware components, applications and 
systems, meteorological instruments and production flows are now also monitored in an 
integrated manner with the help of op5 Monitor.

As in many other organisations the IT-department are facing the challenge of making 
operational data available, relevant and understandable to the rest of the SMHI organisa-
tion. Business users with limited technical knowledge are generally more interested in 
availability trends and SLAs than in raw data about CPU load and daemons. The flexible 
reporting functions of op5 Monitor has been of great help to SMHI, allowing for reports 
to be customized to different groups of users.

teAmWork for mutuAl benefit
”Over the years the cooperation between us and op5 has been tremendously good. 
Customer support is always quick to answer questions and handle the issues we raise. 
When we need to adapt the solution to new needs, for example by adding a new plug-in, 
we have either easily developed it ourselves or submitted a suggestion to op5. They have 
then included it in a coming product release. We have been able to grow with the product 
and meet our upcoming needs along the way,” says Rafael Urrutia.

The cooperation between the organisations has also resulted in SMHI being actively I 
involved in the testing of new op5 Monitor releases. In this way op5 has gained the benefit 
of direct and prompt market feedback on new product development and stability.

”The overall product development has been fast-paced. Today op5 has a very strong posi-
tion on the market with a flexible and robust tool”, ends Rafael Urrutia.
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about op5 ab
op5 offers server-monitoring solutions that help IT gain control over their operations 
and deliver IT-services for better business. op5 monitors everything from small but 
business critical IT environments to the very largest organizations with distributed 
hardware, applications and services. op5 customers around the world appreciate fully 
supported solutions that are open and easy to get started with, yet flexible for future 
needs. 
For more information, see www.op5.com. Follow us on Twitter : @op5ab
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challenge:
SMHI´s IT environment had out grown 
Nagios and a more advanced monitoring 
solution became a necessaty to handle 
the big work load and regular adoptions 
better.

op5 solution: 
A scalable system that is able to handle 
big data and the large VMware cluster, all 
presented in a  unified view.

results: 
SMHI has a central control over their 
entire IT environment and a monitoring 
solution that is flexible and robust.
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